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Abstract: In this study, the two-phase flow coordination characteristics between α and β phases of
H62 brass made by up-drawing continuous casting are investigated based on the upsetting process.
An in situ and new research method for two-phase flow is put forward, and the two-phase flow and
grain refinement characteristics are observed under different deformation conditions. The results
show that α phase flows fast under 400 ◦C, β phase is pulled and overridden by α phase under this
temperature. When the temperature increases to 500 ◦C, which is higher than β phase transition
temperature, the flow velocity of β phase increases, and the deformation of β phase is found to
bulge. The flow of β phase is more sensitive to low deformation rates than α phase. The deformation
amount has a more significant impact on β phase than α phase, and the deformation of β phase
promotes the grain fragmentation and refinement of α phase accompanied by huge β phase bulging
obviously. Under the conditions of high temperature, low deformation rate, and large deformation
amount, both phase α and β of up-drawing continuous casting brass alloy are broken and the grains
are refined. Based on the two-phase flow characteristic, numerical simulation is used to obtain the
optimal continuous extrusion parameters of the H-shaped wire of up-drawing continuous casting
H62 brass. Then, the optimized complex cross-section wire is prepared by continuous extrusion
experiment. This research aims to provide guidance for the complex processing of two-phase alloys.

Keywords: up-drawing continuous casting; H62 brass alloy; two phases; flow coordination; grain
refinement

1. Introduction

H62 brass alloy is widely applied in electrical contacting products due to its excellent
formability and smooth surface [1–3]. However, H62 brass alloy is two-phase brass with
α + β phase, and the flow of the two phases is different significantly during the plastic
forming process, which affects the forming stability of H62 brass [4–6]. Neishi et al. investi-
gated the severe plastic deformation of Cu-40%Zn alloy and Cu-Zn-Sn alloy [7,8]. In terms
of the influence of thermal deformation and heat treatment on the microstructure evolution
of two-phase brass, Lee et al. investigated the effect of thermal deformation processing on
the grain boundary of two-phase brass [9]. Kim et al. investigated the performance of heat
treatment of duplex brass after equal channel extrusion [10]. The microstructure evolution
of two-phase brass alloy has an important influence on the product properties. In terms
of the microstructure evolution of the Cu-Zn alloy, Subramanya et al. investigated the
microstructure and mechanical properties of the Cu-Zn alloy [11]. Cai et al. investigated
the nanotwinned microstructures from low stacking fault energy brass by high–rate severe
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plastic deformation [12]. Xiao et al. investigated the microstructures and mechanical prop-
erties of Cu-Zn alloy under dynamic plastic deformation [13]. Rohini et al. investigated the
texture and microstructure evolution of two-phase brass alloys after rolling [14]. Peng et al.
investigated the equivalent strain, microstructure, and hardness evolution of two-phase
brass alloy deformed by constrained groove pressing [15]. The flow characteristics of each
phase in two-phase brass under deformation conditions have a significant impact on the
microstructure and properties. In terms of grain refinement of α and β phase, Xiao et al.
developed the constitutive model under the condition of hot compression and investigated
the transformation condition of α and β phase [16]. The hot deformation behavior and
microstructure of H62 brass alloys were also investigated. The flow and refining conditions
of each phase in two-phase brass are important research contents. However, few studies
have been completed to analyze the flow forming characteristics of two phases of H62 brass
during the forming process. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to elucidate the flow
coordination relationship of α and β phase of H62 brass during the forming process.

Based on the upsetting forming process, the flow coordination characteristics of H62
brass alloy were investigated. An in situ new method to analyze two-phase flow was
proposed, which is beneficial for observing the difference in the microstructure before and
after the deformation process. Two-phase flow and grain refinement characteristics of
H62 brass were investigated under the different conditions of deformation temperature,
deformation rate, and deformation amount. The two-phase flow law of brass is intended
to serve as a theoretical guide for the complex processing of H62 brass. The numerical
simulation was carried out and the optimum results were obtained based on upsetting laws.
Process parameters provided by numerical simulation were applied in the experiment of
continuous extrusion of H-shaped wire of H62 brass alloy.

2. Materials and Methods

Up-drawing continuous casting H62 brass rod (manufactured by Boway Alloy Co.,
Ltd., Ningbo, China) was adopted as an initial material. The H62 brass rod was composed
of 62.5% Cu, Fe 0.15%, 0.01% P, 0.002% Bi, and balance zinc (mass fraction). To achieve a
contrast microstructure observation of H62 brass before and after compression, the side
faces of the up-drawing continuous casting rod with a diameter of 8 mm were cut with a
height of 6.5 mm, and the cross-section was a 7 × 7 mm square with four round corners
radius of 4 mm. The cross-sections ensure that the initial and final microstructure can be
obtained. The sample shape after machining is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Sample shape after machining.

It was very challenging to observe the microstructure after upsetting forming process
under scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) (TESCAN VEGA3, Brno, Czech Republic)
because the area of the microstructure was extremely small. Therefore, the bottom edge
and vertical center-line were chosen as the baseline which is beneficial to find the same
position. To facilitate the observation and positioning, a horizontal and vertical center area
with a width of 1 mm was drawn on one side of the sample. The observation region was
just in the area of the quadrate and the line frame was the boundary where SEM images
under different magnifications were obtained. The microstructure in the same region before
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and after upsetting was observed accurately and the distribution state of two phases was
obtained. The location map of the initial lines of the raw material is shown in Figure 2.
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The AG-IC 100 kN electronic universal material testing machine (Shimadzu Cor-
poration, Kyoto, Japan) was adopted in the experimental research for upsetting tests at
different temperatures. The different microstructures can be compared by observing the
metallograph of material before and after upsetting. The flow coordination relationship
between α and β’ phase transformed by β phase under the low temperature, such as room
temperature, or under the high temperature between α and β phase, such as more than
500 ◦C, can be observed. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (BRUKER, Saarbrucken,
Germany) was used to identify two phases, and SEM was applied to obtain the initial
and final microstructure. The high-temperature testing machine was adopted to finish the
upsetting experiment, and then the microstructure after upsetting could be observed. The
billet surface was etched in electrolyte 3 g FeCl3 and 100 mL C2H5OH.

The experimental parameters are shown in Table 1, the influence of two phases of
flow of H62 brass under different deformation temperatures, deformation rates, and strains
are investigated, respectively. β phase of H62 brass alloy will be transformed into the
structure of the ordered β′ phase at 456 ◦C [12]. Thus, the critical temperature is 456 ◦C,
and the plasticity of copper alloy decreases under this temperature, while the plasticity is
significantly enhanced above 456 ◦C. Therefore, four groups of temperatures were chosen
close to the critical temperature. In order to prevent the specimen surface oxidation at
high temperatures, which affected the observation after upsetting, the high-temperature
oil was used on the lateral surface of the sample. The distribution of the β phase in H62
brass alloy is discrete and the overall volume of the β phase is smaller than that of α phase.
Therefore, the observation region was chosen in sizeable β phase because it was more likely
to find the changing of β phase under SEM with a magnification of 2000. After upsetting
under the same magnification, the same region is found for analysis. By comparing the
microstructure in the same region before and after upsetting process, the flow coordination
mechanism of H62 brass was analyzed.

Table 1. Experiment program of H62 brass during upsetting.

Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Deformation
temperature/◦C 20 300 300 400 400 400 500 500 500

Deformation rate/s−1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.01
Deformation amount/% 25 25 25 25 25 35 25 25 35

Deform numerical simulation software (DEFORM-3D V6.1) was used to simulate the
continuous extrusion process of H62 brass as billet to produce H-shaped brass wire. In
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order to reduce the amount of calculation, the 1/2 models of extruding wheel, coining roll,
die, cavity, and billet were established and then output as STL file, which was imported to
Deform software and divided the mesh. The continuous extrusion schematic diagram and
parameters are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2, respectively. All materials except billet are
H13 steel. The friction model with the billet is the shear friction with a shear friction factor
of 0.12, and the heat transfer factor is 30 N/sec/mm/◦C.
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Table 2. Continuous extrusion numerical simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Extruding wheel diameter/mm 250
Billet length/mm 100

Extruding wheel speed/rpm 4/6/8
Extrusion line speed/mm·s−1 52.3/78.5/104.7

Preheat temperature/◦C 500

The H-shaped wire continuous extrusion experimental equipment was based on the
TLJ250 continuous extrusion machine (manufactured by Dalian Konform Technical Co.
Ltd., Dalian, China) as shown in Figure 4. The tooling die structure of H-shaped wire of
the equipment is self-designed. The H62 billet and the die were preheated to 500 ◦C, the
billet is the H62 brass rod prepared by continuous casting, the diameter is 8 mm, and the
reduction of the compaction wheel is 2 mm.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Determination of Two-Phase Structures

Based on the content of copper and zinc, α phase can be distinguished from the β

phase. Figure 5 exhibits the microstructure of the H62 brass and the corresponding EDS
pattern. It is shown that the H62 brass consists of bright and dark phases. Furthermore, the
EDS pattern shows that the bright area at position 2 contains 63.53% copper, 36.47% zinc,
which is α phase (as shown in Figure 5b), and the dark area at position 1 contains 54.55%
copper, 45.45% zinc, which is β phase (as shown in Figure 5c).
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3.2. Effects of Deformation Temperature

The microstructure before and after upsetting at different deformation temperatures
(deformation rate: 0.1 s−1, deformation amount: 25%) is obtained in Figure 6. SEM
microstructures in the same region before and after upsetting deformation are described
in Figure 6a,a’ under room temperature (20 ◦C). The edge of α phase bulges and covers β’
phase after upsetting, which is attributed to the characteristics of the β’ phase. The ordered
β’ phase transformed by the β phase has the characteristics of a high hardness and a low
deformation ability at room temperature. The flow of α phase is higher than β’ phase, and
β’ phase is covered by the α phase at this temperature. When the deformation temperature
increases to 300 ◦C, although the α phase bulges, the severe covering phenomenon that
α phase covers β’ phase is absent, which indicates that the flow of β’ phase increases
relatively, as shown in Figure 6b,b’. As the deformation temperature increases to 400 ◦C,
the phenomenon that the α phase covers β’ phase is not dominant. However, β’ phase
could not inhibit the accumulation of α phase at this temperature. The flow of β’ phase is
enhanced, but it is still lower than that of α phase at 400 ◦C, as shown in Figure 6c,c’.

As shown in Figure 6d,d’, the covering phenomenon is absent under 500 ◦C after
upsetting, and the sizeable β phase has no noticeable change in this area, which is due to the
fact that β’ phase of H62 brass transforms into β phase as the temperature increases above
456 ◦C, and the flow property of β phase is enhanced significantly at this temperature, and
its flow is close to α phase. The flow coordination ability between α and β is improved
obviously at 500 ◦C. It can be seen in Figure 6d’ that both α and β phases of up-drawing
continuous casting brass alloy are broken and the grains are refined at the high temperature
of 500 ◦C.

3.3. Effects of Deformation Rate

To study the effect of the deformation rate on the flow coordination of two phases,
the upsetting experiments were conducted under the deformation rate of 0.01 s−1 and
0.1 s−1 with the same strain of 25% and two different temperatures of 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C.
The microstructures of the H62 billet before and after upsetting at deformation rates of
0.01 s−1 and 0.1 s−1 are shown in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7a,a’, when the deformation
rate is 0.01 s−1 and the deformation temperature is 400 ◦C, the covering phenomenon is
absent, and the area of β’ phase has little change. However, the covering phenomenon
is obviously observed and the area of β’ phase is shrunken when the deformation rate is
0.1 s−1 (Figure 7b,b’), which indicates that β’ phase is hard to be deformed under a high
deformation rate. Because of the fact that (i) the hardness of β’ phase is higher than that of
the α phase, (ii) β’ phase is difficult to be deformed, and (iii) the flow of the α phase is better
than the β’ phase, β’ phase is likely to be covered by α phase during upsetting. Compared
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with the deformation rate of 0.01 s−1, the difference in flow between α phase and β’ phase
is more significant with the deformation rate of 0.1 s−1. The lower deformation rate is more
beneficial for β’ phase to flow relatively when the temperature is lower than 456 ◦C.
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Figure 7. Effect of different deformation rates on flow under 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C: (a)
.
ε 0.01, (a’)

.
ε 0.01

after upsetting, 400 ◦C; (b)
.
ε 0.1, (b’)

.
ε 0.1 after upsetting, 400 ◦C; (c)

.
ε 0.01, (c’)

.
ε 0.01 after upsetting,

500 ◦C; (d)
.
ε 0.1, (d’)

.
ε 0.1 after upsetting, 500 ◦C (The red rectangles are the observation areas before

deformation and the green rectangles are the observation areas after deformation).

When the deformation temperature increases to 500 ◦C, the β’ phase of H62 brass
has transformed into β phase. The area of the sizeable β phase has a small change at
the deformation rate of 0.01 s−1, as shown in Figure 7c,c’. However, there is a bulge phe-
nomenon for individual sizeable β phase in this area after upsetting when the deformation
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rate increases to 0.1 s−1, as shown in Figure 7d,d’. Therefore, the flow of the β phase at the
lower deformation rate is better than that at the higher deformation rate as the deformation
temperature is above 456 ◦C, and it can be seen that the α phase is broken and refined
by the β phase. It can also be seen in Figure 7d’ the grains of up-drawing continuous
casting brass alloy are refined obviously at the high temperature of 500 ◦C and the high
deformation rate of 0.1 s−1.

3.4. Influence of the Strain

When the strain was 25% and 35%, the temperature was 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C, and
the same deformation rate was 0.01 s−1, the microstructure of the H62 billet before and
after upsetting is shown in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8a,a’, under the deformation
temperature of 400 ◦C and the strain is 25%, the α phase had little change after upsetting
and a slight bulge phenomenon on individual large β’ phase. When the strain increases to
35%, the area of β’ phase decreases significantly, and some grains are broken for α phase
after upsetting, as shown in Figure 8b,b’. This is because of the fact that many discrete β’
phases facilitate the fragmentation of α phases with the increase in strain.
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Figure 8. Effect of deformation strain on flow under 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C: (a) 400 ◦C, strain of 25%
before upsetting, (a’) 400 ◦C, strain 25% after upsetting, (b) 400 ◦C, strain of 35% before upsetting,
(b’) 400 ◦C, strain of 35% after upsetting, (c) 500 ◦C, strain of 25% before upsetting, (c’) 500 ◦C, strain
of 25% after upsetting, (d) 500 ◦C, strain of 35% before upsetting, (d’) 500 ◦C, strain of 35% after
upsetting (The red rectangles are the observation areas before deformation and the green rectangles
are the observation areas after deformation).

When the deformation temperature increases to 500 ◦C, which is higher than the
transformation temperature of the β phase (456 ◦C). β phase has a better flow than β’ phase
in this high temperature. As shown in Figure 8c,c’, the individual large β phase bulges, and
the α phase is integrated after upsetting with the strain of 25%. When the strain increases
to 35%, the β phase bulges slightly and the area of the β phase has no obvious change, but
the α phase is broken massively after upsetting, as shown in Figure 8d,d’. It can be seen
in Figure 8d’ that the grains of up-drawing continuous casting brass alloy are broken and
refined obviously at the high temperature of 500 ◦C and the large strain of 35%.

3.5. Numerical Simulation of H-Shaped Wire by Continuous Extrusion

Due to the complex cross-sectional shape of the product, the deformation resistance
during continuous extrusion is so large that the four corners of the H-shaped cannot be
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completely filled for H62 brass. Moreover, the great deformation resistance leads to an
extremely high load on the die and the main motor of the equipment, thus the life of the
die is shortened. According to the above analysis obtained by the hot compression tests,
the flow and plasticity of H62 brass are significantly improved when it is deformed above
500 ◦C. The numerical simulation was carried out with different extrusion wheel speeds,
and the continuous extrusion model was based on the TLJ250 equipment. Due to the
uncertainty of environmental heat transfer and deformation heat during the experiment,
the temperature distribution of the product along the cross-section obtained through
numerical simulation is shown in Figure 9. It is shown that the temperature in the corner
area reaches 550 ◦C, which is higher than the β phase transition temperature (456 ◦C), thus
the H62 brass has a good flow.
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Figure 9. Temperature distribution in product along cross-section.

The hot compression tests show a negative correlation between the flow and the
deformation rate of H62 brass. Different positions are chosen at the edge and center of
the H-shaped product section, which is shown in Figure 10a,b, respectively. The standard
deviation (SD) of the flow velocity at the edge and center at the extrusion wheel speeds of
4,6,8 rpm was calculated, respectively, to quantify the flow uniformity of H62 brass in the
continuous extrusion process of H-shaped wire at different extrusion wheel speeds. The
corresponding SD is shown in Figure 11. The lower extrusion wheel rotation speed leads
to a smaller SD of the flow velocity on the product cross-section, indicating that the flow
inside the product is more uniform with the decrease in the deformation rate. However,
the production efficiency is too low for a lower extrusion wheel rotation speed (such as
2 rpm), and it is not conducive to real massive industrial production. Therefore, the chosen
extruding wheel speed is 4 rpm, and the H62 billet and die were preheated to 500 ◦C for
continuous extrusion experiments.
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3.6. H-Shaped Wire Continuous Extrusion

The continuous extrusion experiment was carried out with the optimal parameters
obtained from the numerical simulation, and the product is shown in Figure 12. The
complex edge was completely filled, the surface finish was fine, and there was no surface
cracking, bubbles, or other defects. Figure 12a,b show the metallographic structure of the
H-shaped wire product section’s center and corner area, respectively. The dark β phase
is evenly distributed in the bright α phase; the grain size is 2~5 µm. The grain size of the
center and corners has a good consistency, and the product’s internal structure is uniform,
which positively affects the stability of product quality. These are attributed to the two-
phase synergistic flow characteristic in H62 brass. Thus, the optimal process parameters
of H62 brass in the continuous extrusion process are obtained; at the same time, it also
provides guides for the other plastic processing of H62 brass. Figure 12c,d show the grains
are refined after continuous extrusion for up-drawing continuous casting H62 brass based
on optimal parameters obtained from the numerical simulation.
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Figure 12. H-shaped brass wire product (a) section; (b) overall; (c) refined grain in center; (d) refined
grain in corner.

4. Conclusions

1. Under the deformation rate of 0.1 s−1 and deformation amount of 25%, when the
deformation temperature is lower than the transformation temperature of 456 ◦C, the
flow of β’ phase is enhanced relatively with increasing temperature, but β’ phase still
cannot inhibit the decrease in the whole area, and its flow is still lower than α phase.
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When the temperature increases to 500 ◦C, β’ phase transforms into β phase and the
phenomenon that the β phase is covered with α phase is absent. The flow of the β

phase increases significantly and can be close to that of α phase. In order to ensure the
stable forming of two-phase brass alloy, it is necessary to ensure that the deformation
temperature is above 500 ◦C.

2. With the deformation rate reduction, the phenomenon that α phase covers β’ phase is
not dominant at the deformation temperature of 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C. However, when
the deformation rate increases to 0.1 s−1, the β or β’ phase bulges, which indicates
that the lower deformation rate is more favorable for the flow of β or β’ phase than α

phase. Therefore, it is important to ensure a low deformation rate during deformation
for stable forming.

3. When the temperature is lower than β phase transition temperature of 456 ◦C, the area
of β’ phase decreases further, and the flow of α phase is ascended with the increase in
deformation amount under the deformation rate of 0.01 s−1, which induces α phase
to cover β’ phase. When the temperature increases to 500 ◦C, which is higher than β

phase transition temperature (456 ◦C), the β phase is more sensitive to the variation
of deformation than the α phase, which induces the β phase to bulge. It is found that
the grains of α and β phase are more easily broken and refined at the temperature
above 500 ◦C than below 500 ◦C.

4. Based on upsetting results, the optimum numerical simulation results were obtained.
Process parameters provided by numerical simulation were applied in the experiment.
The continuous extrusion experiment of the H-shaped wire of H62 brass was carried
out. The preheating temperature was 500 ◦C, and the extrusion wheel speed was
4 rpm. The products with a uniform distribution of two phases, a grain size of 2~5µm,
and a high consistency of center and corner structure were obtained.
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